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This is the best planner I've ever used. Also, Sandra Boynton's illustrations make it just fun enough

that being organized doesn't make me hate myself. I LOVE the paper. Is that silly? It has a little

shine to it, but it's nice and stiff and can be flipped through pretty aggressively without ripping. My

Amy Knapp planner just wasn't holding up. They have similar layouts, but this one just wins. Hands

down. I might still be using this when my kids are in college because who cares, it makes me happy.

Love this simple, practical planner. Some planners have tons of "useful" attributes that I never use;

this one makes it simple with just the basics, weekly planning space for "mom" and "family" and a

tiny reference calendar with the current, past, and next month at the bottom of each planning

page.There is 1 week of planning space on each right page with a cute comic on each left page

(which also serves as extra place for me to jot down little notes). Very sturdy materials, I'm sure it

will last the whole year. There are some cute stickers in the front pages, and there are pages in the

back for important information. Also, there are some nice tear-out lists that you can use and take

with you for shopping, etc. Witty humor throughout puts a smile on my face!

I absolutely LOVE the "Mom's Family Desk Planner". It is perfect for any family with school aged

children and it really works for me and my large family. It has awesome stickers that my kiddos love

to use when marking their events in my planner. This is my third year using Sandra Boyntons

planner, I will be buying again next year!

Love the layout of this calendar! Have been using this same format for 7 years now. Lots of room for

all of the kid's activities and can quickly glance at a week at a time. Plenty of room for notes and

stickers for important dates too!

Love this Calendar. I get my sister the desk planner for her business appointments and the Mom's

family calendar for the wall and her family schedules. They are delightful and you can't help but

smile when you look at them

I have been buying this desk planner for years. The quality of the planners is always

outstanding.We are a family of 4 and I find that I need to use initials instead of names to allow

enough space for all of our activities. The pages are made of a thick, semi glossy paper. Some

brands of ink do seem to smear and some pencils do not always erase cleanly. I love the feel of the



paper, so I have found a few pens/pencils that work and keep them with my planner. The planner is

very durable. The cover is a very heavy paper (like a heavy poster board) and has pockets in the

front and back cover. There are also lots of stickers that can be used in the planner for birthdays,

holidays, special events, doctor appts, etc.I love that there is a cute picture/cartoon to look at each

week. It is a reminder of when I used to read Boynton book to my kids. Such great memories!

This is the 3rd year I have used ordered this day timer and has been easy to use. Only recommend

for 2-3 people as there is limited space

I've used this planner for years. It's the best. It may be a little more expensive but it's worth it for the

design and quality.
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